Multimedia social networks (MSNs) services and tools provide a convenient platform for users to share multimedia contents, such as electronic book, digital image, audio and video, with each other. However, in an open network, uncontrolled sharing and transmission mode of digital content between users create considerable problems regarding digital rights management (DRM). This paper aims to explore potential paths on the propagation of copyrighted contents. An approach to mining credible potential paths is proposed for MSNs. The formal descriptions were primarily based on rough set theory for mining potential paths. Trust was also measured to find credible potential paths. We presented related algorithms for mining two kinds of paths between any two nodes. Finally, we conducted an experiment based on three non-overlapped sharing communities multiplied by 150 nodes. In the communities found by using a representative real-world MSN YouTube dataset, we further mine the general and credible potential paths based on the simulated trust assessment values. The proposed method could effectively and accurately mine two kinds of potential paths of copyrighted digital content distribution and sharing, which can help to resolve critical DRM issues.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of network socialization, multimedia social networks (MSNs) have increasingly emerged. These MSNs offer network tools, services and applications for multimedia contents (e.g. electronic book, digital image, audio and video) that can be shared among users in the same group or between different groups within social networks. Many MSNs are popular nowadays, such as video sharing networksYouTube and audio sharing network SongTaste, etc. These networks facilitate the sharing of multimedia content between users because they offer direct, rapid and flexible transmission of such contents. For example, the music video of the song 'Gangnam Style' became the most popular video on YouTube in 2012. The music video has been viewed more than 900 million times and has received more than 3 million 'likes'. However, easy digital content reproduction and the convenient distribution and sharing of such contents facilitated by open MSN environments have enabled people to share and distribute valuable copyrighted digital contents within social networks. Therefore, digital rights management (DRM) has become a more serious matter.
Recent studies on digital content security and copyright protection [1] have focused on cryptology, access control, trusted computing and digital watermarking [2, 3] . MSN is a new scenario characterized by a small world in which multimedia contents or rights, including copyrighted digital assets, are freely distributed much more efficiently. Moreover, the relationship between users is characterized by rapid transitivity, dynamics and the strengthening of weak ties, and immeasurably extends the range of multimedia content/rights propagation within the network. The explosive growth of user scale and content-sharing behavior in this network has made the rights management of content dissemination more difficult. Especially, direct and indirect relationships exist between users in any MSN. Direct relations can be observed easily, but 2 Z. Zhang and K. Wang indirect ones cannot because they are relatively concealed. Unfortunately, these indirect relationships determine plenty of possible but easily ignored distribution and spread paths of digital contents among users enthusiastic about free shares. The potential spreads result in much more considerable and significant risks for copyrighted contents than the explicit distributions. These existing methods for digital contents security and usage control have not yet met the requirements of DRM in MSNs.
Therefore, we aim at finding and mining the relationshipbased implicit or potential propagation path among users, and it is an important aspect of the original motivation of DRM application in the context of MSNs. Based on the structural property of MSNs, the rough set theory of soft computing is adopted to estimate the rough path or potential propagation path. This paper identifies the credible potential path by calculating the trust value of the potential path. To the best of our knowledge, no existing researches on implicit and potential path mining address the question of DRM in MSNs, and only some studies of the explicit path discovery have ever been discussed based on the relationships among the users for social networks. So, the main contributions of the paper include a formal analytic approach to (credible) potential paths based on the rough path, especially on the proposed mining algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the community structure property of social networks and covers related work on DRM for social networks. Section 3 presents and describes a rough set-based approach to mining potential paths in MSNs. Section 4 describes an approach to mining credible potential paths. Section 5 provides the algorithms for mining potential paths and credible potential paths. Section 6 presents a simulation experiment by using the proposed algorithms and analyses the results. Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines future work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Community structure in social networks
A social network is a relatively stable relational network established by special groups based on a certain relationship. These groups can be among individuals, organizations, enterprises or even countries. Moreover, relationships in the social network can be established by real-life acquaintances (e.g. friends, classmates, colleagues or relatives) or strangers who met in the network (e.g. through friends' recommendations or common interests) [4] . Based on certain established relationships in a social network, users can exchange information and share resources in real time. To formally study the characteristics of a social network, the researchers model the social network as a diagram based on the relationship between people. Generally, a social network is computationally represented by a node-edge undirected graph. That is, each user is regarded as one node in the graph, and the relationship between users is represented by an edge. Most studies on social network analysis adopt binary relationship representation.
Social networks have a community structure [5] . Community structure is an inherent basic structure of a social network that reflects the user distribution, node source and other inherent properties. Furthermore, a social network consists of several locally dense communities. In social networks, each community represents an actual social organization formed on the basis of social relationships or interests. Thus, a more obvious division exists between a community and other nodes outside the community. That is, the node-node connection within a community is relatively dense, but connections between communities are very loose. Granovetter [6] proposed the concept of the 'strength of weak ties' and suggested that the spread of information within a group of people with strong relations might be limited to a smaller range and does not have a significant value for users in the community. In contrast, weak relations tend to transfer non-recurring information among different communities. Therefore, more alternation occurs and more information is spread between communities through weak relations, thereby making such relations 'information bridges'.
DRM for social networks
Researchers have extensively studied DRM issues in the social network platform. Barghin et al. [7] suggested that trust between users of online social networks (OSNs) should be a key parameter for access control decisions in OSNs, proposing a combined access control and trust negotiation framework for the protection of OSN resources. Wang and Sun [8] observed that traditional access control mechanisms are conducted in a data management system but are unsuitable for collaborative open social networks. Thus, Wang and Sun proposed a trust-based access control framework, which, unlike traditional methods, can provide full support for expressing highly complex privacyrelated policies. As for content access control in MSNs, Sachan et al. [9] found that traditional access control mechanisms may not scale well for fine-grained access control requirement and a large number of users. Thus, Sachan et al. proposed a finegrained multimedia access control model based on a bit-vector transform as well as verified the safety, storage and efficiency of the application through simulation experiments. Park et al. [10] proposed the development of an access control framework for OSNs based on user activity. This access control framework goes beyond traditional access control in that it enables users to control general usage activity and such special characteristics as attributes, policies, relationships and session. This framework can support relationship-based as well as general attribute-based access control. In connection with the copyright protection of media contents in MSNs and the illegal distribution control of media content over the Internet, Lian et al. [11] introduced a robust content distribution and copyright verification system based on a media index and watermarking technology. Chung and Ko [12] proposed a new video-matching algorithm for the A Formal Analytic Approach to Credible Potential Path and Mining Algorithms for MSNs 3 copyright protection of YouTube videos and other MSNs, and designed an intelligent copyright protection system based on this algorithm. This proposed algorithm can effectively match videos, and the system can be used in copyright protection within video sharing networks.
Aside from the above-mentioned studies, the risk of content information dissemination and sharing in social networks has been investigated. To address the problem of unauthorized propagation of information in social networks, Carminati et al. [13] introduced a probability-based approach to evaluate unauthorized access risk as well as accurately quantified the probability that user content may become accessible to another user of the OSN. The practicability of the approach was verified through experiments. As for information leakage and access control risks in social networks, Wang et al. [14] proposed a statistical risk assessment method. This approach quantifies a threat in the network and assesses information flows between two users in a social information network.
Path discovery and control in social networks
The social network relationship graph enables two individuals to find the relationship paths that connect them. The relationship path discovery mechanisms can provide a basis for access control mechanisms suitable for social networks, where users determine and control the authorized users based on their distance to themselves in the social network.
For instance, Mezzour et al. [15] provided techniques to discover paths between individuals for social network, proposing a privacy-preserving multi-top relationship path discovery mechanism. This proposed algorithm can operate offline during the path discovery phase. Finally, the algorithm has been simulated on real social network topologies. In addition, Xue et al. [16] address relationship privacy of path discovery by proposing a Privacy-Preserving Path Discovery protocol (P 3 D) for social networks, and present the security analysis of P 3 D, in combination with showing its robustness against the main security threats. BrÓdka et al. [17] focus on analyzing the shortest paths discovery in multi-layered social networks. Based on Dijkstra and FloydWarshall algorithms, BrÓdka proposed two separate algorithms for evaluation of shortest paths.
To more effectively solve the DRM problem in MSNs, a novel study should be made from a new perspective on seeking potential propagation paths among users and finding a way to control the malicious dissemination of digital contents in such paths of MSNs.
ROUGH SET-BASED APPROACH FOR MINING POTENTIAL PATHS IN MSNs
The topological structure of real social networks shows community features; as previously mentioned, a social network consists of several communities. The nodes within a community are very closely connected, whereas connections between communities are very loose. Therefore, potential relationships and paths between different users can be identified according to the weaker connections between communities and based on the binary relation rough method in the rough set.
Rough set
The rough set theory was first proposed in 1982 by Zdzisław Pawlak, a Polish scientist. Based on set theory, rough set is a mathematical tool for processing incomplete information. By using the rough set theory, we can find implicit knowledge and uncover potential rules. Some basic definitions related to the rough set are given below.
Definition 1 (Approximation space) [18] . In this definition, U indicates a non-empty finite set of study objects, called the universe of discourse; R ⊆ U × U is the aggregation of equivalence relations on U , and
where S may be a common binary, fuzzy, compatibility or partial order relation, then S is called a binary relation in approximation space G = (U, R).
Definition 2 (Indiscernibility relation) [18] . The equivalence 
Formal description of potential paths in MSNs
The MSN is a dynamic network. New entities and links continuously join MSNs, while the old ones disappear over time. This paper provides a snapshot of a certain period in the growth of MSNs. First, we divide users into different communities based on community structure. And then, a formal description of potential paths is presented by using the binary relation rough method in the rough set. 
Definition 3 (MSN approximation space). In MSNs, the universe of discourse V is a set of all nodes in the smallworld network, and V is divided into different communities based on the equivalence relation R (community structure feature) to form an approximate MSN space G = (V , R). By
V /R = {[V 1 ], [V 2 ], . . . , [V n ]} is denoted the division of V on R, where [V i ](1 ≤ i ≤ n) isG = (V , R), V /R = {[V 1 ], [V 2 ], . . . , [V n ]} is the division of V on R,
and S is a direct binary relation different from R.
As for any two equivalence community classes 
Here, M S * is the relation matrix of S * , which reflects the existence of S * between any two equivalence classes. For a social network, U represents a set of all user nodes, and the social network is divided by R into the different nonoverlapped communities based on the common exclusive factors or their combinations like sex, geographic situation, affiliation and department, etc. Further, we would adopt the equivalence relation to find and mine the potential paths. For example, according to the equivalence relation, an MSN includes three equivalence community classes, namely,
Definition 7 (Potential path (PP)). In an MSN approximate space
and S = {<v ia , v jc >, <v jc , v ke >} (as shown Fig. 1 ). According to Definition 4, Fig. 1 .
However, there also exist overlapped communities in social networks based on a division of only non-exclusive factors as hobbies and interests. Overlapping means that some nodes may belong to more than one community. 
TRUST MEASUREMENTS OF POTENTIAL PATHS AND CREDIBLE POTENTIAL PATHS
Potential paths in the MSN are described by the rough set method in the preceding section. However, many potential paths can be mined in MSNs. Higher time complexity is needed to search all potential paths, and the probability of potential paths can be reduced gradually by increasing path length. Thus, a measurement standard should be established for potential paths. An MSN is an individual relational network based on interpersonal relationships among users. In networks, users can share and spread digital content based on a certain trust relationship, which is an important factor in the spreading and sharing of digital content. Therefore, we can mine credible potential paths by calculating the trust value of potential paths. One direct approach is to set a potential path trust threshold, which involves seeking potential paths from a starting node to an ending node and calculating the trust value of the potential paths. The self-defined trust threshold is beneficial for users to set and control the baseline of digital content sharing among interested and trustworthy users. Indeed, the trust computation and dynamic adjustment depend on the users'past activity, share history and current relationships [19] . The obtained trust value is then compared with the path trust threshold. If the trust value of a potential path is more than or equal to the threshold, this path is considered a credible potential path.
Rough edge trust
This paper aims to find the potential path between communities in MSNs. Definition 4 indicates that a rough relation is obtained by using an equivalence relation and weak relation on the bridge edge between communities. Therefore, we must determine the trust value of the equivalent edge in any community as well as that of the bridge edge between communities to obtain the trust value of the rough edge.
Equivalent edge trust Definition 8 (Equivalent edge trust (EET)). In an MSN, all users in the same community have equivalent relations. They have a history of direct sharing and distributing digital content among themselves, and the trust relationship among users in the same community is a direct trust relationship.
The EET in a community is the direct trust between two nodes connected on equivalent edges in that community. In this case, X and Y are two users in the same community, and EET Y X demonstrates the direct trust value from X to Y , as shown in Fig. 3 .
EET calculation can adopt a trust model for MSNs [19] . In an empirical study, we made on user behaviors and analysis of related factors for media social network, we found that 82.5% of respondents share with relatives, friends and colleagues based on mutual direct/inferred trust relationships and media contents experience feedback [20] . For the nature of trust and 
Definition 10 (Feedback weight factor (F b)). Malicious sharing users also exist in MSNs. These users often provide exaggerated or false feedback about shared content and lie about their sharing sessions to increase their trust values or slander other sharing users. Therefore, feedback weight factor F b is introduced to balance the credibility of the digital content feedback. For F b, the trust value of feedback of the user at a previous sharing is used to represent his or her feedback credibility, which is expressed as
F b ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 11 (Time decay function (ω(t))). In accordance with the dynamics of trust and time decay, trust relation strength changes over time; thus, a user's recent sharing behaviors can better reflect his or her credibility. More distant sharing sessions have less influence on the current trust evaluation, which indicates that credible feedback of sharing history information is moderately significant in trust evaluation. Therefore, time decay function ω(t) is defined in the following equation as
For each sharing session, if a user saves the related sharing information and the total sharing period of user X and Y is set to N t , the obtained EET value of any two users, X and Y , in the community is expressed in the following equations:
Bridge edge trust Definition 13 (Bridge edge trust (BET)). In an MSN, a weak edge that connects the different communities is called a bridge edge. Bridge edge trust is the direct trust between two users connected to a bridge edge.
As shown in Fig. 4 , X and Y are two users in different communities that have a direct trust relationship. In this study, BET Y X represents the BET from X to Y . These bridge nodes have a direct digital content-sharing history, and the relation between bridge nodes refers to the direct trust relation. The trust relation computation is the same with the direct trust evaluation in a community. Thus, the BET calculation is similar to the EET calculation, as shown in the following equation:
Rough edge trust Definition 14 (Rough edge trust (RET)). Rough edge trust is the trust between two users with a rough edge. Definition 4 indicates that rough edge is obtained by assuming a relationship between the equivalent and the bridge edges. Thus, RET can be obtained by integrating equivalent edge trust and bridge edge trust. In addition, RET calculation includes the following two situations. (a) One-degree rough relation: A node has an indirect and uncertain relation with another node in a different community based on an equivalence and weak relation on a bridge edge. This kind of rough relation is called one-degree rough relation. Figure 5 shows that W has a one-degree rough relation with Y , and the trust value calculation is shown in the following equation:
(b) Two-degree rough relation: A node has an indirect and uncertain relation with another node in a different community based on a two-degree rough and equivalence relation. This kind of rough relation is called a two-degree rough relation. Figure 5 shows that W has a two-degree rough relation with Z. 
Trust value of potential and credible potential paths
Definition 7 indicates that all edges on the potential path are rough edges. The trust value of the potential paths (expressed as T PP ) is a product of all RET values in the path, as shown in the following equation:
where the relation between v 1 and v 2 , v 2 and v 3 , . . . , v n−1 , and v n is the rough relation. Figure 6 shows that a potential path <W, Y ><Y, Q> from W to Q exists. Moreover, based on Equation (9), the trust value of this potential path is Based on the trust value of the potential paths, we attempt to find the credible potential paths by using the following steps. First, the trust value T PP of the potential path is calculated. Secondly, the user defines a trust threshold, denoted by T threshold . Finally, T PP and T threshold are compared. 
ALGORITHM FOR MINING POTENTIAL PATHS AND CREDIBLE POTENTIAL PATHS
As stated in Section 3.2, the potential paths between two overlapped communities do not exist. Thus, we propose algorithms for mining potential paths and credible potential paths for non-overlapping communities in MSNs; this algorithm is a qualitative approach (Algorithm 1). In addition, a quantitative approach (Algorithm 2) for calculating the trust value in these potential paths was performed to determine the credible potential paths, which is within the range of userdefined trust threshold values. The following algorithms show how to mine the potential paths and the credible potential paths.
In the following algorithms, the MSN consists of three equivalent community classes, expressed as
According to Definition 5, a rough relation matrix between three equivalent community classes is then established, which is 3 * 3 matrix M S * = (w ij ). The detailed algorithms are described as follows:
Algorithm 1 describes the potential path mining between i and j , which includes judgment and cycle statement. Its computational overhead is O(n), where n denotes the number of nodes in [V 3 ]. The efficient method results in a little and limited overhead for the management of social network.
Further, the credible potential path mining algorithm is provided as follows:
EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In Section 5, the (credible) potential path mining algorithms are proposed. In order to verify their effectiveness, we made the following simulation experiments. First, we need to find a MSN including several non-overlapped communities as in Fig. 1 . Secondly, based on these found communities, the goal of the experiments is to find the general and credible potential paths between any two user nodes of multimedia content dissemination, as is helpful to further positively solve DRM application of MSNs. Some of the algorithms for finding a community were proposed related to social network and social computing [21] . Here, we adopt the following method to accomplish the first step.
By using a representative real-world MSN YouTube dataset, including 1 138 499 linked users and 2 990 443 edges (http://socialnetworks.mpi-sws.org/data-imc2007.html), we found a random MSN with non-overlapped communities, as shown in Fig. 7 . Three sharing communities are involved with the random MSN, and they are written as Community1, Community2 and Community3, which are connected by some 
for (x = 0; x<n;
P P i→j ← <i, x>, <x, j > return P P i→j } else return 0 END Algorithm 2 Credible potential path mining between any two nodes in MSNs.
Input: All potential paths P P i→j from i to j ; number of share cycles ShareNum; trust calculation window size WindowSize; feedback weight factor Rate; and trust threshold T threshold . Output: The trust values T P P i→j of P P i→j and all the credible paths CP P i→j .
(1) To calculate direct trust value between the nodes from the same equivalence community class based on ShareNum, WindowSize, and Rate; (2) Based on the potential path trust calculation method in Sections 4, the trust value T P P i→j of all potential paths between i and j is computed; (3) The obtained trust value T P P i→j from (2) is compared with the trust threshold T threshold . According to Definition 15, CP P i→j will then be obtained; (4) Return trust value T P P i→j and the credible paths CP P i→j .
Algorithm 3
Finding a community by using a seed node in MSNs.
Input: Graph G; initial node degree d; Size of community s Output: interior links of a found community (1) For nodes of G, whose degrees are greater than d, randomly select an initial one n 1 from the nodes, and append n 1 to null list L; (2) Randomly select the second node n 2 from nodes linked by n 1 , and append n 2 to list L; (3) if the intersection set of linked between n 1 and n 1 is not null then select the third n 3 from the intersection set randomly, else select the third n 3 from nodes linked by n 1 , and append n 3 to list L; (4) Select one node n from G which has the strongest link with all nodes of L; (5) Repeat (4), until the number of L is equal to s; (6) Return all links of L nodes from G. extra-community bridge edges called as weak ties that are different from the inner-community edges. We defined the size of the community followed by the 'Rule of 150', which indicates that the node number of each sharing community is 150 or so for any user. The related main parameters of the random MSN are also shown in Table 1 .
Based on the MSN, C++ language programming is used to mine potential paths and credible potential paths. The experiment can achieve some functions, including finding potential paths between any two nodes, calculating the potential path trust and finding the credible potential path in the Fig. 7 non-overlapped network. The detailed experimental steps are as follows: First, the corresponding trust impact factor, the number of share cycles, trust calculation window size and feedback weight factor are simulated. Subsequently, direct trust value between all node pairs in the network can be calculated. Secondly, all potential paths between any two nodes as well as credible potential paths are found (the trust threshold value is set as 0.5 in the experiment).
We employed a computer system with an Intel Core i3-2130 Processor with 3.40 GHz, 4 GB RAM and Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate in the experiment. The overhead of the experiment includes three parts: 2055.7167 s for establishing a social network by the YouTube dataset, 38.1953 s used for computing feedback factors relative to trust evaluation, as well as 0.5665 s for (credible) potential path mining. Table 2 shows the obtained results after calculating the trust value of all the potential paths and mining the credible potential paths from starting node 29 to ending node 159, when the number of share cycles, the trust calculation window size and feedback weight factor are 100, 60 and 0.88, respectively. When the trust threshold is 0.5, 150 potential paths and 90 credible potential paths are found from node 29 to node 159 (in the following table, '-' denotes that the path is not a credible potential path). Table 3 shows the results obtained by calculating the trust value of all the potential paths and seeking credible potential paths from starting node 130 to ending node 349 when the number of share cycles, trust calculation window size and feedback weight factor are 50, 20 and 0.9, respectively. The results show that 151 potential paths and 52 credible potential paths exist from node 130 to node 349 within the range of a trust threshold value of 0.5.
The above experiment results show that the proposed rough set-based method can effectively mine potential paths between communities for an MSN, and the potential path trust is calculated by using the trust assessment method to find the credible potential paths according to user-defined trust threshold values.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed a method for finding (credible) potential paths as well as mining algorithms for an MSN. Using the basic properties of MSNs as a division criterion, the proposed method adopts the binary relation rough method based on rough set theory to find the rough relation and potential path between MSN communities. We also combined the trust calculation method and compared it with the userdefined trust threshold value to find the credible potential paths. Finally, two algorithms for mining potential paths and credible paths between any two nodes were proposed, and then simulation experiments were carried out to verify the proposed approaches. At present, two kinds of potential paths have been discovered. Our future work will evaluate security risks of content dissemination and sharing on the potential paths for MSNs.
